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Editorial
Hi Folks! Publishing a little early this issue as time is short due to flying events and a few days
holiday after the 1066 Salisbury Plain comp.
The popular Cocklebarrow Farm Vintage R/C events are in jeopardy as Paul & Val Howkins are
stepping down after this years events. After all they’ve be at it for 29 years at 3 events a year
and they deserve a rest.
Tony Tomlin & Pam will continue to run the events but are unable to handle the hardware
required as they are 100 miles or so from the venue and storage and transportation of
Stakes,Toilet tent,Toilet, signs etc. is beyond them. There is an appeal for help at the end of
my article on the July event.
Appeal over, down to content:
First up is a discourse on my non-existant efforts in the 5th area at Luffenham, not a great
deal of note in that.
There is a piece by Martin Dilley, who has put a proposal to the Free Flight Technical committee
for the formation of a code of conduct for the use of motor vehicles for model recovery
around the peri-tracks of airfields.
A report by myself on a very pleasant day out spectating at the July Cocklebarrow Farm Vintage
R/C meeting.
Nick Peppiatt continues his indoor flying articles, I hope he will be able to dream up more to
write about when his current subject is finally exhausted.
In the ‘Freebies & Wanted’ column we see Martin Dilley has been having a bit of a clear-out
and is offering models, bits and bobs free to good homes. In addition Stewart Mason wants to
complete his collection of magazines and lists his missing mags.
He is also in the market for a small lathe.
We have a report on a visit to the BMFA flying site at Buckminster by Graham Bryant, which
gives an insight into the current state of development through the eyes of a couple of
modellers.
Andy Crisp provides an organisers view and results of his Oxford Dreaming Spires Rally.
As usual I received the report hand written in Andy’s usual caligraphic (if that’s the right
word) style but this time I got Rachel to turn it into typed word as the large flourishing
proportions of the hand written version was eating up too much space.
Roy Tiller’s dip into the past takes us back 70 years into the magazines of that era and he digs
out his usual selection of items of interest.
The monthly secretary’s report pictures some of the vast collection of models built by our
departed chairman John Thompson. The disposal of these items will be no mean task and I
imagine any recipient will have a job on his hands handling any of these potent models.

Editor
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5th Area, N.Luffenham

-

John Andrews

We were a little lethargic on Sunday morning 25th June but eventually we managed to get the
car loaded and pack a couple of sandwiches, water etc and set off to North Luffenham.
We had to attend as we had picked up the ‘Earl Stahl’ trophies from Roger Newman at Salisbury
and John Ashmole was to be at Luffenham to collect. On arrival Rachel sought out John and
the trophies were duly passed over. John is running ‘Earl Stahl’ competitions on July 25that the
Old Warden scale weekend so the High Wing and Low wing trophies will be there.
We had parked alongside Ken Bates and Rachel was soon in genealogist conversation with Ken’s
wife Noreen and Tony Rushby’s better half Helen. I had my mini model box with the smaller
models, Pinochio, Cherokee and my makeshift F1G coupe. There was quite a wind blowing but
having made the effort to attend I thought I’d give the coupe an airing. The coupe had been
wrapped around a streamer pole on its last outing and had required wing repairs so I thought
I’d better give it a chuck just to see what happened before I entered the comp. My log book
recorded that the model had looked under-elevated when it flew into the pole, so I put a sliver
of 1/32 under the tail.

I wound on a couple of hundred turns and waited for a quieter spell in the wind before releasing
the model. It climbed away quite well in its R/H circle and on prop fold it started its L/H glide
circle. It was stalling a little but the flight as a whole looked OK to me. I settled down in a
chair and Rachel was off for recovery. I watched her receding figure for a while, noting she
was going down the wrong line, then after a while and seeing no correction, it was out with the
mobile. This is where it gets difficult, telling the good lady she is wrong is normally is not easy
and usually met with argument but on this occasion correction was accepted and with a little
arm waving etc. I had her back on line. I continued to watch as she soldiered on, it was tough
going underfoot with the long tufty grass but she reckoned that her wellies stiffened her
ankles. Eventually she disappeared from view. Sometime later I get a call on my mobile from
the fetchermite, she cannot find the model, is knackered and no longer in a good mood. I
sympathise and say I will go out and help. Off goes I, it really was tough going in the long tufty
grass but I slowly staggered up the line until I found the model. No sign of Rachel she was still
miles away, having over-run the model by about half a mile. On the mobile again, where are you?
“on the peri track, come and fetch me” is the reply. I plodded back to base, took the car round
and rescued her ladyship. We decided that recovery was too arduous so I went to control, paid
my airfield fee and retired to the car as a spectator until 6pm, then it was off to the pub for
a bottle of wine and a Sunday roast. All’s well that ends well.

John Andrews
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Extract from Aeromodeller November 1975

Small is beautiful
By virtue of sheer excess much of the thrill has gone out of the more spectacular forms of
aeromodelling. Everything moves so fast, aerobats so splendidly and looks so authentic that there
isn't much you can do to attract attention on the model field. You can try streaking, of course,
presenting, as it were, an uncovered version of your own design, but in our climate this would be
cold comfort, and you'd be safer doing what is now all the craze - going Jumbo. *
I don't know at what spannage a model ceases to be a model and becomes a flying machine, but I
do know that an unregistered aircraft must be anchored by a ten-foot rope. Looking at some of these
Jumbo models I feel it would be safer for all of us if they came into the ten foot rope category.
Happily, though, these multi engined monsters exist more in the threat than in the airfield clearing
reality. Getting six engines all firing together takes up most of the flying session, whilst the rest of it
is devoted to the photographic posing (why are the builders always expected to clutch their hefty
craft to their stomachs?), and it's much nicer to hold a smooth, unfledged model than a heap of
wreckage.
Just now the C/L and Radio Jumbo-ites are caught up in a competitive inflation spiral, with each
faction vieing to produce the most enormous model. Just who has the biggest nerve, the chap on the
end of the lines, or the one knuckle-whitedly clutching his transmitter, it is hard to say, but there is
something a bit pathetic about these model colossuses - they should have jet engines but have to
make do with craftily concealed piston engines instead. This is because of a condition general
throughout the scale model world, known as 'jet-lag'. Though we are now well advanced into the
jet age, the model flying is still very much bogged down in the propeller era. Thus, the big model builder
is faced with those 'please, it's only a toy' props stuck behind the jet pods, or go vintage with a
Lancaster or Dormer Do.X.
The name's the game
They say a rose by any other name etc., but it does add something to your model if what you dub it
is aptly descriptive. For instance, it can be a bit of a let-down if, say, you call your model Nimbus
Nudger when the only thing it nudges is the airfield fence. Or you could be lucky in choosing the name
Icarus if, on your model's maiden flight, the wings fall off. But, generally, it is better to be like the
Americans who, having emotively exhausted the terminology of fauna and flora, the stars above and
the universe in general, became coldly scientific, and now identify all machines with code letters. Then,
again, it is somewhat cynical to evoke the names of tigers, jaguars and other creatures brought to
the verge of extinction, for our
polluting gadgets.
Most model flyers, though, no
longer trouble to give their models
names at all, probably because the
models now all look so much alike,
so that the term Wakefield, A/2,
Team Racer etc, is title enough.
However, there are times when a
name becomes obligatory, such as
the model plan being published or
put into a kit. It is on such occasions
that you need a bit of inspiration like
the chap who called his Wake
That’s not the name he had on the cowling
Hereward, or the one who entitled
his team racer Penelope (Pitstop).
Pylonius
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Motorised Retrieval

-

Martin Dilley

The following has been sent to the Free Flight Technical Committee, who have asked for input
on rules and changes. A wide dissemination this way will ensure that our increasingly ageing
competitors make their thoughts known to the FFTC before we lose more flyers because of
unnecessary restrictions or in case the proposal gets mislaid before it can be discussed.
Motorised Retrieving
The average age of free-flight competitors is rising and for a number of the older flyers the
physical challenge of retrieving models is now a major problem. Several have stopped competing
because of an apparently arbitrary ‘rule’ or guideline that purports to prevent the use of cars
for retrieving models, while ‘permitting’ the use of electric bicycles.
While cycling off downwind on a convenient runway is the preferred method for most flyers,
the upwind return, carrying a model in the face of a strong breeze, poses a serious health risk
to some of the older competitors; the last thing that free-flight needs is a mid-field cardiac
arrest.
While chasing a model in flight by car is clearly to be discouraged (and indeed I am unaware of
anyone having done this on an airfield in the past 50 years or more), using a car to drive round
the peri-track to the area in which a model has been seen to land is not a problem; obviously
there are not military or other reasons putting peri-tracks out of bounds, or we would not allow
forty or so cars to trundle off en masse when there is a wind change, or if someone needs to
take a car full of retrieval equipment or ladders to recover a tree’d model.
Proposal
A new guideline needs to be published making it clear that a car may be used for retrieving a
model providing it keeps to the peri-track and is driven at a suitable speed (is there a militaryapproved speed for airfields?). The car should not be used to follow a model in flight but only
to reach the location in which the model has already been seen to land.

Martin Dilly

Editor’s Note: The Free Flight Technical Committee are asking for input on rules, so if any
reader has any ideas on the subject make them known to the FFTC through their secretary;
Chris Strachan, email: chris.strachan@btinternet.com
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Engine Analysis: DC Rapier 2.5cc

-

Aeromodeller Annual 1957-8
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SAM35 at Cocklebarrow Farm

-

John Andrews

Rachel and I being at a loose end on Sunday 9th July, and seeing a good weather forecast,
decided on a day out spectating at the SAM35 Vintage Radio meeting at Cocklebarrow Farm.
In the distant past I had flown my Radio ‘Majestic Major’ at the meeting and also done a little
Control-line with a PAW powered ‘Stunt King’. However, I had sold the OS60 fourstroke and
the ‘Major’ and the Stunt King is somewhere in the back of the garage so spectating it was
going to be.
Thinking I knew the way, we set out from home in Rugby, across to the Fosse Way and headed
on down south, lost the Fosse at an island somewhere, had to stop and set up SatNav for
Northleach and got back on track. Traffic was heavy and not having started out particularly
early, the two hour journey saw us arrive at Cocklebarrow well after mid-day. The field was
packed and models were flitting about all afternoon. I think the excessive heat of the day
slowed some folk down and kept the flight-line queue short with fliers able to take up a slot
when they felt like it.
Later in the afternoon it clouded over and the light breeze made spectating a pleasant
occupation. It is significant to note that, apart from David Lovegrove, I did not see a single
modeller that I was acquainted with so my photographs following are without any ID’s.

Above is David Lovegrove, the only person I saw that I knew, flying a Bob Palmer design.
Whether it was originally a C/L design or Radio I know not. There was also this huge electric
powered, Dick Twomey designed ‘Leprechaun’, pity the poor little electric motor.
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Days end, everybody gone home apart from those keen to get as much flying as possible.

John Andrews
Cocklebarrow Rallies - IMPORTANT NEWS
In 1988 we answered the call for volunteers to run Cocklebarrow and we have been running this
event ever since. However, we now feel the time is right for us to bow out and hopefully
someone else will come forward to continue this great tradition. The August and October
meetings will be our last ones.
Pam and Tony Tomlin have offered to run the Control Tent but are unable to transport and
store the extras needed for the Rallies.
[Stakes,Toilet tent,Toilet, signs etc].
If you are interested in helping to run this event in the future please contact Paul and Val
either by email Howkins776@bt.internet.com or by phone 02476405126. We look forward to
hearing from you.

Paul and Val Howkins
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Macopter: D. McHard

-

Aeromodeller Annual 1959-60
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Aeromodeller Annual 1959-60
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Indoor Isn’t for Everyone Pt15

-

Nick Peppiatt

Rubber motor sizing
The glide on small rubber-powered models with relatively large propellers is steep. The
maximum duration indoors is obtained by having the propeller revolving at all times and there
should be a few turns left on the motor once the model has landed. Keeping the prop revolving
also will produce better scores when flight realism is being judged.
Obviously, ceiling heights indoors are limited, so the motor for an indoor model can require a
lot more tuning in regards to cross-section size and length than an outdoor model. I found with
the Nesmith Cougar Peanut that the flight was ending up with excessive turns left after
landing. This appears to have been solved by using a motor of the same weight, but 0.005 in
larger in width. I will probably now find that I have to back off turns on the fully wound motor
to avoid hitting ceilings.
Stripping rubber
Originally, different strip widths were cut using a cutter of the type as shown in Reg Parham’s
article ‘Indoor Models’ published in the February 1961 edition of Model Aircraft (Fig 1).
Fortunately, a wide variety of strip widths from 0.020 in to 0.125 in in 0.005in increments in
5m lengths are now obtainable from specialist suppliers, such as Sams (www.samsmodels.com)
or Free-Flight Supplies (www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk ), in addition to the standard rubber
widths of 1/8, 3/16 and ¼ in.
Of course, adjacent widths may or may not be from the same batch of rubber. These are
undoubtedly cut using a rotary type cutter (Fig 2) of the type originally produced by Ryszard
Czechowski in Poland.
I understand that similar cutters are still available, e.g. the Ray Harlan stripper
(www.indoorspecialities.com ) but these are small batch precision engineered items and, of
course, have price tags to match.

Fig 1. Rubber stripper attributed to Joe Bilgri
from Reg Parham’s 1961 Model Aircraft article.

Fig 2. Czechowski rubber stripper with rotating cutters.

I have used the simpler Jim Jones stripper (Fig 3), which is a development of the fixed blade
type shown in Fig 1, for many years. This requires some patience and practice to produce good
results, but, generally, I have found it adequate for my purposes.
The kit of parts is shown in Fig 4.
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There are three double sided plastic cutting beds with slots to suit the width of the rubber
to be stripped. These slots are angled so that the width of the cut strip can be changed by
sliding the blade holding block along the cutting bed.
The selected cutting bed needs to be clamped to a work surface or in a vice.
The rubber strip is laid in the cutting bed and the snap off cutting blade is clamped in the slot
of the blade holding block. The blade point is then pressed into the rubber and the blade
holding block clamped to the cutting bed.

Fig 3. Jim Jones rubber stripper.

Figs 2 and 3 are from Ron Williams’ excellent and comprehensive book
‘Building and Flying Indoor Model Airplanes’.

Fig 4. Components of the Jim Jones’ rubber stripper:
blade holding block and blade, and
plastic cutting beds to suit six different rubber widths.

Fig 5. Dial thickness gauge for measuring rubber strip width.
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The rubber strip is then pulled through hand over hand to produce the cut strips. I have found
it pays to use a new blade tip frequently and to keep the strip to be cut immersed in water to
provide a cutting lubricant.
The Jim Jones’ stripper is best when cutting strips of fairly similar width. I have cut 0.090 in
strips from ¼ in rubber, but it will not cut 0.040 in strips from this width. This is clearly a
limitation of this type of stripper. Measuring the width of the rubber strip is not
straightforward as it is so flexible and deforms easily under load. I use a dial thickness gauge
as shown in Fig 5 and rely on a light drag through feel as the strip is pulled through the anvils
to obtain a width value.
I purchased my Jim Jones’ stripper in 1981. Unfortunately, I think it is one of those many
cottage industry items that are no longer produced.
Rubber storage
The strip we use for powering model aeroplanes is a vulcanised natural rubber. This type of
material tends to change its properties during storage and may become unserviceable. This may
be due to hardening, softening, cracking, crazing or other degradation and may be the result
of oxygen, ozone, light, excessive heat and/or humidity and contact with incompatible
chemicals. The rubber industry offers much advice on the storage of polymeric products, but
in my view the major considerations are: Light, particularly ultraviolet light
Protection from direct sunlight and strong artificial light with a high ultraviolet content is
important. Rubber should be stored in opaque containers.
Oxygen and ozone
Elastomeric items should be protected from circulating air wherever possible. As ozone is
particularly harmful to rubber, storage rooms should be free from equipment that may give
rise to electric sparks or discharge.
Wrapping, storage in airtight containers or other suitable means should be used for vulcanised
rubber items.
Contact with liquid and semi-solid material
Contact with liquids and semi-solid materials, particularly solvents, such as oils or greases
should be avoided unless so packed by the manufacturer.
When it comes to cleaning rubber, organic solvents such as trichloroethylene, carbon
tetrachloride and petroleum are the most harmful agents.
Soap and water and methylated spirits are the least harmful, and all parts should be dried at
room temperature before use.
I store my cut strip in self-sealing polythene bags in Ovaltine tins acquired from my late
mother-in –law. The card boxes that rubber strip from FAI Supplies www.faimodelsupply.com
is shipped in, also appear quite satisfactory, provided they are kept closed to keep out light
and circulating air. I am still using Tan II strip for indoor models. The last batch I have dates
from 2002. I have seen no sign of degradation as yet, and I understand batches of certain
dates are much sought after for indoor duration flying.
Next time, I’ll probably finish this series of articles with a little bit more on rubber motors.

Nick Peppiatt
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Freebies & Wanted
Free to Good Home: Martin Dilley
There’s been a bit of a long-overdue clear-out at Dilly Towers, as a result of which the following
are surplus to requirements. Some of the model components may be suitable for a BMFA
straight tow glider or for a beginner and were built in the 1970s.
1) A model box, 55” x 12” x12”, built from 1/8” ply, with plastic angle reinforced edges, metal corners and a hinged lid with
twin latches. It has survived several airline trips.
2) A pair of F1A wings, 94” x 5”, Davis airfoil and tissue-covered built-up all-balsa structure. Tips need covering and some
slight repairs
3) A pair of F1A wings, 94” x 5”, asymmetric for use with an offset towhook. Tissue-covered built-up structure with Benedek
6456-f airfoil, dural tongue joiner included. Originally flown using an outrigger shirring elastic turbulator.
4) A pair of F1A wings, 94” x 5”, asymmetric for use with an offset towhook. Balsa-sheeted top and bottom, with Benedek
6456-f airfoil, Wire joiners.
5) All-balsa fuselage for #3, with fin for a high-mounted stab, and off-set towhook. Needs dural tongue joiner to be re-attached.
6) Balsa/spruce fuselage, for shoulder-mounted wing, tatty, but with sliding-plate circle hook with John Bailey-type timer
start..
7) Fuselage with rolled 1/64” ply boom about ¾” diameter tapering to 3/8”, with mount for a centre section bolted on with a
2 BA nylon screw.
8) Un-flown pre-bunt tailplane, 19” x 3.75”, balsa structure, tissue covered, Wöbbeking section.
9) Tailplane, pre-bunt, Wöbbeking section, 21.5” x 3.75”, carbon TE, covered silver Mylar (needs a couple of patches).
10) Sliding plate type circle towhook, with John Bailey timer start system .
Contact Martin Dilly on 020 8777 5533 or e-mail martindilly20@gmail.com.

Martin Dilley
Wanted, Magazines & Lathe: Stewart Mason
Magazines:
I have recently gone through my collection of the wonderful old paper 'Clarion' issues and I wonder if any of the SAM1066
members may be able to fill some gaps in my collection? From a variety of sources I have managed to scrape together quite
a few complete years now, but being a typical bloke, I am nothing without a full collection!!
I don't often get to competitions so I would be happy to reimburse anyone for postage costs. I may also be able to travel to
collect within reason. I would also like to get hold of some of the blue binders too if anyone has them.
If anyone can help me they can contact me at:
stewartmason@tutanota.com or alternatively my postal address is:
23 Front Street,
Cockfield,
County Durham,
DL13 5ER.
From looking at the David Baker heritage library spreadsheet I see the Clarion started in September 1989, so I am short of
the following issues.
1989 - September required.
1990 - Full year required.
1991 - Full year required.
1992 - April required
1993 - January to September required.
1997 - September required.
2002 - September required.
2004 - August required.
Lathe:
I'm also looking for an old vintage Lathe, either the 'Adept', or 'Super Adept' but I would also consider any other type of
mini-lathe, either vintage or modern
If any of the members are in possession of one they would like to sell, please contact me, as above.

Stewart Mason
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Buckminster Lodge Visit

-

Graham Bryant

Geoff Aucott and I made the trek to Buckminster Lodge, the BMFA Flying site yesterday, just
to have a look and see what's actually there.

Views of the original undeveloped site in November 2016

We used the M42 and A42 to Ashby, then the B5324 and A6006 via Wymeswold to reach
Melton Mowbray, and from there the B676 to Buckminster. Coming home we used the A607
and A46 to by-pass Leicester, then the M1/M69/M6 to Birmingham and sunny Sutton Coldfield.
This was the quicker of the two routes, and the obvious route from Hinckley and Nuneaton
area.
First, despite what others have said to the contrary, we had no problem finding the place even
without a SatNav, but with the help of the BMFA's directions for getting there from The
Tollemache Arms Inn (looks a nice place) on Main Street, Buckminster. It's about 2 miles from
here via Sewstern. Yes, the lane from Sewstern is narrow, but two cars can pass as we proved.
The entrance to BL has a couple of huge BMFA signs close by - you can't miss it. The drive to
the complex is gravelled and concreted, and there are two passing-places. The only problem we
had was missing the sign in Melton Mowbray for the B676, but soon picked this road up and
then it was plain sailing. The area is genuinely "in the sticks", with narrow winding roads and
the occasional village and hamlet. Plenty of pubs, though.
We went on spec, but were greeted very cordially by Andy Symons, the BMFA Club Support
Officer, who showed us round and explained what's going on and what the future plans are.
The main house has been re-furbished to a high standard, and has a reception, offices, meetingrooms, storage, toilets, and other facilities. Very swish. There is a large barn-like building
which is the former indoor riding school, and this has also been refurbished to a good standard,
and will be used for storage, swap-meets, functions, workshops, etc. I reckon I could fly my
low-duration and scale indoor models in it, and Andy said that someone has indeed already flown
an indoor model there.
The stables, old stores and old workshops are semi-derelict and all await refurbishment; there
are plans to convert some of them into bunk-houses for overnight stays. Car, camper and
caravan-parking is no problem.
The flying facilities comprise a mowed grass RC runway approx. 400m x 60m and running approx.
N to S - check on Google Earth, but note that since the GE pic was taken there has been some
hedge-clearance on the airfield.
There is a large grass area set aside for CL, but is unmown except for a narrow and rather
roughly-cut periphery to a circle which looks about 60' radius. Andy said that the combat flyers
at the recent Vintage Combat event were happy with the facility, but at the moment stunters
and other r.o.g. models would probably have problems. Andy said that BL doesn't at the moment
possess a mower, but can hire someone to come in and do the job; from what we could see the
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equipment used to mow the above-mentioned circle is not up to the same standard as the
NunMas mower. As there is an F2B Centralised scheduled here for 2 July at least two circles
or a large area of grass must be mowed beforehand to an acceptable standard. The absence of
high trees suggests that turbulence would not be a problem here.
Andy mentioned that a hard circle has been discussed but no concrete (pardon the pun) plans
to lay it have yet been made.
There would seem to be no potential problem here with noise - the nearest visible building is
over 1 km away according to Andy.
As far as FF is concerned, this could perhaps be problematical. The prevailing wind according
to Andy is from south to north along the mown runway. When we visited, the very light breeze
was in fact coming from the south-east. The surrounding countryside is typical Wolds with
gentle undulating hills and valleys, all under agriculture of one type and another. There are
many lines of hedges and trees (see Google Earth), but Andy said they are passable. He also
said that a few FF sports models have been flown here with no problem, but I think it would
take an expedition by contest flyers using contest models to establish if easy recovery is
possible. I think it would be, but we didn't walk onto the surrounding countryside for a closer
look. According to Andy, the local landowner has said he sees no problem with FF retrieval, but
personally I'd reserve judgement on this until someone actually tries it. Given the 'usual'
conditions at Barkston Heath, which is not a million miles away, I'd be inclined to think that it
could get rather windy at BL.
At the time of our visit there were just two RC flyers (with nice-looking scale models) present.
Andy said that since the opening of the facility on 1 May I believe, the BMFA has sold 40
season-tickets and hope to make this around 100 by the end of the year. There is a lot of
information on the BMFA website regarding the finances, funding and costs of BL, but Andy
said that it's hoped some Lottery money will be forthcoming before long. Andy made no secret
of the fact that the BMFA has to cater for the majority of their membership, i.e. RC flyers,
but CL and FF certainly haven't been ignored. Andy told us that Chacksfield House is staying
as the main admin HQ for the BMFA.
Speaking as a NunMas member I don't think I'd be all that tempted to go to BL for a day's
flying unless it were for a contest or some other event. FF is a different matter, and I think
I'd be prepared to give it a go (but not to pioneer it).
We didn't take any photos, but there are plenty on the BMFA's National Flying Centre website.

Site activity in June this year

All in all, we were rather pleasantly surprised; we thanked Andy for his interest and hospitality,
and we hope that BL succeeds.

Graham and Geoff.
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Sports Models

-

Aeromodeller October
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Oxford Dreaming Spires

-

Andy Crisp

O.M.F.C Dreaming Spires Gala Port Meadow Oxford 2Jul2017
Venue :- the lush pastures of Port Meadow
Weather:- superb, with a slight north wind blowing down the maximum length of the field,
veering west later.
Publicity:- modest, to say the least. Think word of mouth!
The Dreaming Spires features a scale event in which “gentle” motors are allowed along with
rubber, electric etc., The calm conditions allowed some handsome flights.
As ever at these essentially “sport type” rallies there seemed to be a lot of flying activity, but
few got a far as making actual competition flights.
Never the less, there was some keen efforts in the duration events, Noteworthy was Gavin
Manion’s fly-off flight in Vintage Rubber – 2.50 D/T and it hardly went any distance Trevor
Grey went about winning both the electric categories in his usual business-like manner, a result
of his thorough approach to model design and support equipment preparation.
Roger Heap is having a good season in Classic glider - 2nd in the F/F nationals etc., - with his
Mad’s Dream. It flies very slowly, being under A/2 weight, and in lift.
In Hi-start glider Simon Milan impressed with his O/D approach which looked for all the world
like a scaled down Wichita A/2. A Crisp finally got his Windrush to behave on the line and
scored a max on its last flight which went very high before the D/T cut in (fuse!) And just
about landed on the field.
I’m afraid that I don’t have the scale results to hand, but one model, if not the winner, by Peter
Smart, certainly took my eye, it was a twin rubber-powered Russian flying boat. Complex or
what, but it performed beautifully.
Results

1st
2nd

Lightweight Rubber 3 x 1-30
4-30 + 2-50 F/O
4-30 + 0 F/O
4-05

1st
2nd
3rd

G.Manion
T.Macdonnell
J.Paton

1st
2nd

T.Gray
G.Manion

1st
2nd

T.Gray
J.Paton

1st

A.Longhurst

Vintage Glider 3 x 1-30
3-08

Chief

1st
2nd

R.Heap
W.Dennis

Classic Glider 3 x 1-30
3-57
3-35

Mad’s Dream
Caprice

1st
2nd
3rd

A.Longhurst
A.Crisp
G.Knight

Tail-Less 3 x 1-30
4-30
2-06
0-46

Rubber
Glider
Jet

1st
2nd

S.Milan
A.Crisp

Hi-Start Glider 3 x 1-30
4-12
3-32

O/D
Windrush

A.Crisp
R.Heap

H/L-Catapult Glider 5 x 1-00
2-22
1-51

Catapult
Catapult

P30/E30 3 x 1-30
4-30 + 2-23 F/O
4-30 + 1-25
E36 3 x 1-30
4-30
4-05

Scram
Senator
Buckridge
E30
P30
O/D
O/D

Andy Crisp
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–

Roy Tiller

Report No. 78. Looking back to 70years ago.
Last month’s report looked back 75 years, this month it is just 70 years to August 1947.
The Aeromodeller cover carries a C. Rupert Moore picture of a D. H. 89A Dragon Rapide in
North Sea Air Transport Ltd. colours of maroon and cream
The description accompanying the 1/72 scale drawing tells us that it was first produced in 1934

and was still in production in 1947, over which period of time the price had risen from £3750
to £5550 (would not buy you a decent second hand car today). The cruising speed was 140mph
at a service ceiling of 19,500ft whilst a height of 4,000ft could be maintained on one engine.
Internal layouts were offered from 5 passenger to 8 passenger (but in this case there was no
toilet) and the range depending on layout was up to 700 miles. Do I remember hearing that this
was the only airliner never to have killed a paying passenger?
Enough of full size I hear you say, metaphorically, so to models and aeromodelling. Some of our
boys certainly took the opportunity following the end of hostilities and perhaps the economy
recovering a little to travel overseas for their aeromodelling. Six British aeromodellers
attended the Swiss International Meeting at Frauenfeld, 19 attended the first post war
“Annual” at Flers, France and “an increased number” attended the Irish Nationals held at
Baldonnel Airport, of the “increased number” eleven are mentioned in the results. This number
of aeromodellers travelling abroad in 1947 to participate in competition was more surprising
when noting that all three competitions took place on the same day, June 22nd.
Both Aeromodeller and Model Aircraft reported on all three events and the latter being “The
Journal of the S.M.A.E.” called for “better co-operation between the organisers of
international events”.
Below are some extracts from their reports which I hope will amuse and inform.
SWISS MEETING
M.A. “Thanks to the generosity of the Royal Aero Club, the
S.M.A.E. was able to select a team to compete in the Swiss
International Contest for Power Driven Models and Gliders.
Owing to the clauses in the regulations, aimed at the
prevention of participation by professional modellers, and the
restriction that models must be designed and constructed by
the entrants the task of the Selection Committee did not
prove an easy one, and when the list of possibles had finally
been completed, and those able both to qualify and travel had
been sorted out, the eventual team comprised G. W. W.
Harris, G. G. Harris, L. M. Walker, A. H. Taylor, A. H. Wilson,
and the junior champion J. Wingate”.
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A.M. “From the moment teams crossed the Swiss Frontier, where Customs officials had been
warned to expect them, and clear their models promptly, through a warm welcome at the
Frauenfeld Artillery Barracks, to a hand-some spread in the flag – bedecked dining hall they
were made to feel at home”. “Highest English placing was G. G. (Pa) Harris at 16th. Incidentally,
“Pa” Harris proved the social lion of the English team and his hands worked overtime in a variety
of languages”. “Boys Scouts and Wolf Cubs acted as a very efficient recovery squad. There was
no need for entrants therefore to move more than a few yards from the take-off area; in fact
when G. W. W. instinctively padded off he remained o.o.s. longer than his model, and was
eventually retrieved by an alert Wolf Cub from some three miles away.”
FRENCH MEETING
A.M. report by C.S.Rushbrooke, photos from M.A. “A grand crossing took us from Newhaven
to Dieppe, where members of the local club took us under their wing and wangled us through
the Customs formalities, finally heaving a sigh of relief when we were duly seated in our Ancient
Chariot in readiness for the long road section. Did I say “Ancient Chariot”? That vehicle must
have been used by Noah when reconnoitring from the Ark. Suffice to say that a long chapter
of accidents including punctures, clutch burning, lack of petrol and water, loss of way, and a
near loss of one complete box of models! All this, plus a few stops to sample the local vintage,
delayed our arrival at Flers until past 3a.m. on the Sunday morning and then the fun started!!”
“Some misunderstanding had taken place regarding the events, and those of us who took rubber
jobs and gliders along where disappointed to find that no contests had been scheduled for
them! However everyone enjoyed themselves thoroughly and got some fun watching the
control-line demonstrations. Mick Rutherford (our South African companion) made a
spectacular flight with his new model, the job bouncing off the deck after two laps and catching
fire in a most realistic manner”. “A most enjoyable diner wound up the evening and we retired
for bed at around 2a.m. – Only to
be shook rigid when the bus
driver stated that we must leave
at six in order to catch the boat
from Dieppe!”. ”Our thanks go to
Father Amiard and others who
made our visit possible and so
enjoyable, and we may yet bring
home that beautiful trophy to
grace the offices of the
S.M.A.E.”
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IRISH MEETING
A.M. “Heading picture shows J. Pitcher & Gus Gunter (inset) and general view of Baldonnel
field.” “The weather was perfect. Blue sky with scattered cumulus and a light variable breeze.
Times were average to start with until Dennis Lees, who needs none of his well-known father’s
reflected glory, turned in a very pretty flight disappearing behind the hangars at just over
five minutes”. “By now a succession of substantial times from Bob Copland, G. Salt, R. Hinks and
other English flyers were having good-humoured effect on our old friend Billy Brazier, who
called, in all the richest of his Irish brogue, upon St. Patrick to invoke his wrath on Ken Young’s
Wakefield as it climbed steadily upwards to the awaiting thermals. St. Patrick, it appears, was
at least in residence at Baldonnel for these few precious moments, as a rubber band promptly
parted from the tail assembly with disastrous results”. “Bob Copland demonstrated a
breathtaking climb with his orthodox high wing cabin job, gliding home to second place 20
seconds ahead of his nearest rival, Eddie Keil, who placed third with a Slicker”. “The meeting
closed with a presentation of the trophies before competitors and officials returned to Dublin
for the usual “get together” that follows the contest”.
M.A. “G. Salt put up a flight of 460.8 sec., Phil Smith “Bournemouth”, followed with a great
effort of 812 sec. o.o.s. in this flight, the model went straight up through the clouds and was
later seen to re-appear after 46 minutes, when it was still soaring at a great height.”
Now to the plans in these
issues. Model Aircraft had R.
T. Parham’s 1947 Gamage Cup
Winner
whilst
the
Aeromodeller offered the
Fugitive Mk 1 1946 Pilcher
Cup Winning Sailplane by D.
C. Butler and a flying scale D.
H. 100 Vampire, by A. J.
Cockle, the plan of which
states “Dotted lines show
position of rocket” but there
is no further detail of the
propulsion system. It is
claimed that “This model
looks like a “Vampire”, takes
off like a “Vampire” and has a scale speed approaching that of its big brother”
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Aeromodeller also offered some plans from earlier issues.

I have not checked on the current availability of plans for any of the above models but if you
feel an urge to build one, send an e-mail and keep your finger crossed.
Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309, email roy.tiller@ntlworld.com

Roy Tiller
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Secretary’s Notes August 2017

-

Roger Newman

Notable for actually getting a little bit of modelling done this month – not much but sufficient
to be getting back in the groove. First off, flying with John Taylor at Tarrant Hinton – John
phoned & persuaded me that the forecast was good enough to go, so I took an electric Baby
Burd, an electric Slicker Mite & the old faithfull Wedgy. The field is probably about 600 yds
square, with surrounding fields some of which are cropped & others left to grass. The breeze
was gentle and as both of the electric models were fitted with timers from Alan Bond, I had
no problems with (not) flying out of the field. The Wedgy relied on old fashioned DT fuse, a
bit imprecise but equally effective. A good time was had by all, as John took his half size Miss
Philadelphia & Southerner 60 – both of which have been modified for electric power & radio
assist. Mind you, both have been trimmed as free flight models thus the use of radio control
was minimal. Very nice to see. Next up – some work on the Caprice lost last year & since
recovered – in both senses of the word, as the wing & fuselage needed stripping & recovering
together with a new tailplane. This has been done & all that remains is a bit of tissue trim to
apply then it will be ready to go, complete with RDT. Also up for work was the long time shelved
Penny Rocket, the wings & tail are complete & doped – just a bit more work on the fuselage to
be done, then thoughts can turn to the electric Orion with another of Alan’s timers – this one
equipped to fire RDT.

Tarrant Hinton outing

Next Salisbury Plain meeting: 30th July
Scheduled events are: E36 Electric Power; BMFA Mini-Vintage; BMAS Club Classic; Combined
Vintage / Classic CLG / HLG; Combined Vintage / Modern Coupe d’Hiver.
As always, sports flyers are most welcome. Usual fees apply – directions are as in previous NC
for June. The meeting is – as always, subject to MoD approval.
We have now held two meetings on the Plain this year, both reasonably attended & well enjoyed
by those who made the effort, albeit we will never get the attendances that came to Middle
Wallop. Two more to go for the remainder of the year, one as above & the last a joint meeting
with the Croydon Club. Thoughts turn in advance to next year on what to do regarding
competitions – feedback would be appreciated on this subject. For example David Cox made
the very sensible suggestion that we should combine under & over 50” glider comps i.e. just
have a single comp for Vintage & Classic gliders. We already tend to combine 4oz & 8oz
Wakefield – would there be any merit in merging some of the other rubber categories? What
about power comps? The objective is to see if we can get a few more entries into whatever
comps we put on & to give people the opportunity to fly in comps that they might otherwise not
do. Email me at rogerknewman@yahoo.com
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Southern Gala Odiham: 9th September
It always pays to check & recheck! In last month’s details on this event, I left Vintage
Lightweight Rubber out of the comps list. It is now included in the updated notes for the
Southern Gala this year, please refer to the appropriate page of this month’s New Clarion
Events. Apologies! Entries are accumulating so don’t leave it too late.
A final comment on Drones
As hinted at last month, the UK Government has now seen fit to release the findings from its
consultation earlier this year, with the not unexpected publicity surrounding its intentions.
However, the findings – as with many politically motivated documents, are heavy on words but
light in details. Registration, it seems, will be mandatory for anything that is above 250 grams
but nothing on how this will be done, costs involved etc or timescales for the introduction of
legislation. Several mentions of model aircraft with the “implicit” understanding that all model
aircraft are radio controlled. No understanding of other forms such as free flight or control
line – hardly surprising. However, David Phipps is on the case & he advises “I confirm that we
are in direct liaison with the CAA and DfT and I also sit on a cross government working group
(with DfT and CAA representatives) looking at future regulations. One of the departments
within the CAA actually asked me to respond on their behalf to the EASA proposals, so I hope
that we are in a good position to influence the outcome. I'm aware that the UK is looking at
regulations at the present time. The CAA have something in mind which fits in with EASA,
with stricter rules generally, but with members of established Association's being exempted
from them to be allowed to continue as they do today. However, it is the DfT which sets the
overall policy with the politicians and this process is a little more unpredictable. This is the
reason why I believe that within the UK, the fight will be with them rather than EASA.” (My
underlining – he is right!). We need to keep a watchful eye on the subject.
The legacy of our late Chairman
A small working party has been involved in sorting out models & so on from John’s estate. This
will take some time, but the intent is to list models, engines & other accessories such that the
items can be disposed of to good “homes”. All proceeds arising from any sales will be donated
to Naomi House Children’s Hospice, which was John’s nominated Charity. Thus far we have
managed to identify & assembly some 40+ complete models with probably a few more to follow
– as the photo below shows!

Some of the models

News from Italy
Not a lot but the guys in Rome have decided to have a one model bungee glider comp, based
(probably) around an old Italian design – the T51, scaled to 1 meter. Knowing how they work,
they will probably commission a laser cut part kit of top quality to be built in very modest
numbers. Perhaps we could give them a run for their money?
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To wet your appetite, the T51 features in our plans for the month. Also on the cards is a
vintage HLG comp to be held in a park in Rome where they used to fly many years ago. Gianni
tells me that they think they can hold it & disappear before being accosted by the Authorities
– even when the average age is around 85!
Glider: the T51 – of course.

Plans for the month

Power: As the rain is currently teeming, how about a waterplane from Lt Col Bowden.
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Rubber: An early Model Aircraft design by Fred Boxall – before or after Ted Evan’s Jaguar?

Roger Newman

Odds & Ends
Name the Model:
Can anybody recall a small ready-to-fly rubber driven model with a wingspan of around 10",
with a fuselage moulded, I think, from thickish paper and with a seam of maybe 1/4" all
round where the two halves were joined together? The wings were of balsa, printed silver,
and slipped into a slot in the fuselage. It looks from the photo as if there was a geared winder
for the propeller. The date would have been about 1938 and I don't think it was a Frog
product.
Martin Dilley
Free Flight Forum:
Nov. 19th, Free Flight Forum (provisional at present, depending on sufficient speakers; check the website, model media
and BMFA office nearer the date).
Venue, the Hinckley Island Hotel, A5 Watling Street, Hinckley, LE10 3JA.
Tickets £10.00.
Martin Dilley
New award for Vintage Coupe competition:
Ivan Taylor, doyen of rubber and scale modelling, is also a professional artist and he has painted a plate to be awarded to
the winner of the Vintage Coupe class at the contest “La Grande Coupe de Birmingham”. This annual Coupe d’Hiver
contest will be flown at MOD North Luffenham on Sunday 3rd December 2017. The painting is based on a photograph
generously offered by Dave Hipperson, a name well known over many years.
If you want the chance to display (if only for a year) a piece of original artwork by Ivan then get building and trimming in
time for December. Further details of the 4th annual Coupe de Brum, which will as usual also feature an F1G competition
for the Aeromodeller Trophy, will be in the modelling press soon.
For further information contact gavin.manion84@gmail.com
Gavin Manion
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See updated Lulu comp details below
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FREE FLIGHT
FORUM REPORT
2017
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Provisional Events Calendar 2017
With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models

February 19th

Sunday

BMFA 1st Area Competitions

March 5th
March 26th

Sunday
Sunday

BMFA 2nd Area Competitions
BMFA 3rd Area Competitions

April 14th
April 17th
April 29/30th

Friday
Monday
Sat/Sunday

May 14th
May 27th
May 28th
May 29th

Sunday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday

June 18th
June 25th

Sunday
Sunday

July 16th
Sunday
July 22nd/23rd Saturday/Sunday
July 30th
Sunday
August 19th
September
September
September
September

Saturday
3rd
9th
17th
30th

October 15th
October 28th

Sunday
Saturday
Sunday
Saturday
Sunday
Saturday

November 19th Sunday

Northern Gala, North Luffenham
SAM1066 Meeting, Salisbury Plain
London Gala & Space, Salisbury Plain
BMFA 4th Area Competitions
BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston
BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston
BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston
SAM1066 Meeting, Salisbury Plain
BMFA 5th Area Competitions
BMFA 6th Area Competitions
East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
SAM1066 Meeting, Salisbury Plain
Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain
Timperley Gala, North Luffenham
Southern Area Gala, RAF Odiham
BMFA 7th Area Competitions
SAM1066 Meeting, Salisbury Plain
BMFA 8th Area Competitions
Midland Gala, North Luffenham
Free Flight Forum, Hinckley Island Hotel.

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!
For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website –
www.SAM1066.org
For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org
For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check the website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites
SAM 1066
–
www.sam1066.org
Flitehook, John & Pauline
–
www.flitehook.net
Mike Woodhouse
www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
GAD
www.greenairdesigns.com
BMFA Free Flight Technical Committee www.freeflightUK.org
BMFA
www.BMFA.org
BMFA Southern Area
www.southerarea.hamshire.org.uk
SAM 35
www.sam35.org
MSP Plans
www.msp-plans.blogspot.com
X-List Plans
www.xlistplans.demon.co.uk
National Free Flight Society (USA)
www.freeflight.org
Ray Alban
www.vintagemodelairplane.com
David Lloyd-Jones
www.magazinesandbooks.co.uk
Belair Kits
www.belairkits.com
Wessex Aeromodellers
www.wessexaml.co.uk
US SAM website
www.antiquemodeler.org
Peterborough MFC
www.peterboroughmfc.org
Outerzone -free plans
www.outerzone.co.uk
Vintage Radio Control
http://www.norcim-rc.club
Model Flying New Zealand
http://www.modelflyingnz.org

Are You Getting Yours?

Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know
about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not
hearing from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not
told us?
To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us know your
new cyber address
(snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen at least
one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at. Pictures can
be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are interested in
your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.
If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

From Your editor John Andrews

